LEVEL REPORT

Square Feature 5/5 1/2

Date Started 7-1-88  Date Finished 7-1-88

Closing depth  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____

Opening depth  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____

Screened [✓]  Screen mesh size 3/8"

Excavated by: Supervisor
C Nash

Crew
Carmen Quirós

Features present or indicated:
- Possibly a shell smear
- Remains of a small middle

Nature of soil
- Light brown with a sandy texture

Samples Taken:
- None
- Carbon
- Flotation
- Pollen
- Soil
- Other

Material recovered:
- 2 pieces of pottery
- Shell temple
- Shell stake
- Quartzite cobbles
- Fragment, 1 quartzite cobbles
- Soil

Draw floor (over)

Remarks:
- Very shallow & irregularly shaped. Not sure if it is the remains of a pit, or just a small smear that was disturbed by the front end loader. We excavated out shell (pebbles) to get the floor plan - shell in top of P2

Profile drawn: S  E  N  W  All attached

Does it match? [✓]  Additional drawings

Recorded by C Nash/C. Quirós

Measurements taken by C Nash

Floor drawn by C. Quirós

Photographic record: [✓]

Photographer's remarks: Gardner photo color

Supervisor's approval
C Nash

Historic P2
LEVEL REPORT

Square Feature 3

Date Started 7-1-88

Date Finished 7-1-88

Closing depth

Opening depth

Screened Screen mesh size 3/8" Partially screened

Excavated by: Supervisor Nash

Crew Queres

Features present or indicated:

Nature of soil Samples Taken: None

Carbon Flotation Pollen Soil Other

Material recovered:

Draw floor (over)

Remarks: This appears to be an historic "feature"—shell on top of an old "pizi" that has small pieces of brick in it. All levels indicate a layer of pebbles/sand—water deposit/wash.

Profile drawn: S E N W

Does it match? Yes

Additional drawings

Recorded by

Profiles drawn by

Measurements taken by

Floor drawn by

Photographic record:

Photographer's remarks:

Supervisor's approval

[Signature]